
Eurofiber Cloud Infra incorporates MatrixMind  

Cloud Infrastructure Eurofiber’s second pillar next to connectivity 

Maarssen, the Netherlands, 31 March 2022 -  With effect from 1 April, cloud platform provider 

MatrixMind will be fully incorporated into the Eurofiber organization, where it will be a part of 

Eurofiber Cloud Infra, the recently established business unit of the Eurofiber Group. MatrixMind 

already joined the Eurofiber Group in October 2020. 

With the incorporation of MatrixMind, Eurofiber Cloud Infra becomes the second pillar in addition to 

the connectivity proposition and will provide industry leading open cloud infrastructure services to 

companies, governments and non-profit organizations. Its portfolio is built on four pillars: Dataplace 

colocation services in 6 Tier III carrier neutral datacenters in the Netherlands; DCspine, a software 

defined interconnectivity platform connecting more than 80 datacenters in the Netherlands, Belgium 

and Germany; a state of the art IaaS offering and the MatrixMind hybrid cloud platform CloudHub, 

and cloud consulting services. 

MatrixMind, a Utrecht-based company that developed the CloudHub as their flagship service, joining 

the Eurofiber Group in October 2020 was the beginning of an increasingly close partnership. A year 

and a half later, this leads to the full integration of MatrixMind into Eurofiber Cloud Infra. Therefore 

the management team of Eurofiber Cloud Infra will be expanded  with MatrixMind's Lucas den Os, 

Almir Iriskic and Jaap Gorjup. 

Daniel Danon, Managing Director of Eurofiber Cloud Infra: 'We are delighted that MatrixMind is now 

a full member of Eurofiber Cloud Infra. The integration of our propositions and consulting expertise 

will greatly strengthen our market position and make us the ideal discussion partner for all our 

customers when it comes to the design and implementation of their digital infrastructure.’ 

Lucas den Os, Managing Director of MatrixMind: 'MatrixMind has landed well in the Eurofiber group, 

the interaction with the other units within the group has been excellent and together we offer a 

more than state-of-the-art cloud infra services package. The step to full integration with Eurofiber 

Cloud Infra is therefore a logical one. A wonderful new phase for MatrixMind and Eurofiber.’ 

Andrea Kraus, Chief Revenue Officer: 'With Dataplace, DCspine and MatrixMind, Eurofiber Cloud 

Infra offers our customers a unique combination of services in the fields of co-location, cloud, 

connectivity and consultancy. We can offer these separately or in combination, thus appealing to a 

broad category in the market. This means that we now have two more than full-fledged pillars within 

the Eurofiber group: connectivity and cloud infra services.' 

  

About Eurofiber Cloud Infra 

Eurofiber Cloud Infra was established as part of the Eurofiber Group in 2021, to address the market 

needs for integrated cloud infra services. Customers benefit from our assets, capabilities and in-

depth expertise in consulting, implementation and management of open hybrid cloud infrastructure. 

Eurofiber Cloud Infra is growing fast, and already has a customer base of more than 750 companies, 

governmental and non-profit organizations. 

 

 


